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MOS Capacitances

• These are Cgs and Cgd respectively. 

• If both the source and drain 
regions have the same width (W), 
the overlap capacitance becomes: 
Cgs=CoxWLD and Cgd=CoxWLD.

• These overlap capacitances are 
voltage dependent.

• Cgs, Cgd and Cgb are voltage 
dependent and distributed 

• They result from the interaction 
between the gate voltage and the 
channel charge.
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• Masks result in some 

regions having overlaps, 

for example the gate 

electrode overlaps both the 

source and drain regions at 

the edges.

• Two overlap capacitances 

arise as a result.



Why this lecture is important.
We will use MOSFETs to design our circuits.
MOSFET capacitances tend to limit the frequency 

response of circuits. 
In order to predict the circuit frequency response, we 

need to estimate the circuit capacitance. 
We may use the MOSFET capacitance to our advantage, 
by intentionally implementing capacitors using 
MOSFETs.



Dynamic Behavior of MOS Transistor

•MOSFET is a majority carrier device (unlike pn

junction diode)

•Delays depend on the time to (dis)charge the 

capacitances between MOS terminals

•Capacitances originate from three sources:

•basic MOS structure (layout)

•charge present in the channel

•depletion regions of the reverse-biased pn-

junctions of drain and source

•Capacitances are non-linear and vary with the 

applied voltage
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MOS Structure Capacitances

Gate Capacitance

•Gate isolated from channel by gate oxide

oxoxox tC /

•tox is very small <10nm

•Results in gate capacitance Cg

WLCC oxg 
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CROSS-SECTION of NMOS Transistor



The Gate Capacitance

Gate Capacitance depends on
•channel charge (non-linear)
•topology 

Capacitance due to topology
•Source and drain extend below the gate oxide by xd (lateral 
diffusion)
•Effective length of the channel Leff is shorter than the drawn 
length by factor of 2xd

•Cause of parasitic overlap capacitance, CgsO, between gate 
and source (drain)



The Gate Capacitance

Overlap Capacitance Channel Capacitance



The Channel Capacitance

Channel Capacitance has three components
•capacitance between gate and source, Cgs

•capacitance between gate and drain, Cgd

•capacitance between gate and bulk region, Cgb

Channel Capacitance values
•non-linear, depends on operating region
•averaged to simplify analysis



Capacitive Device Model

CGS = Cgs+ CgsO

CGD = Cgd+ CgdO

CGB = Cgb

CSB = CSdiff

CDB = CDdiff
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Transmission lines

1.Lossless line



2.Lossy line



Lossy line ideal characteristics





Smith chart



Smith chart (Example)
Example 9.9: On the simplified Smith chart, 
locate the following normalized impedances:

) 1 0;

) 0.5 0.5

) 0 0;

) 0 1;

) 1 2;

)

a z j

b z j

c z j

d z j

e z j

f z

  

  

  

  

  

  



To find reflection coefficient

1.Get the normalized impedance

2. Plot normalized impedance  on sm chart

2.Draw the VSWR circle

3.Measure the distance from the center of the smith chart to the circle  on 

the reflection coefficient scale

4.Draw the straight line through center of the sm chart to normalized 

impedance we can get the angle







For example, the impedance
z = 0.5 + j 0.5
corresponds to the admittance
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HPA-BW USING OPEN CKT TIME CONSTANT



HPA-BW USING OPEN CKT TIME CONSTANT





SHORT CKT TIME CONSTANT



SHORT CKT TIME CONSTANT



SHORT CKT TIME CONSTANT



Delay time in cascaded system

Rise time



Rise time



Bandwidth



TUNED AMPLIFIERS





Ceq = Cgd [ 1 + gm Req ] =  Cgd [ 1 + gm ( R s + rg ) ]




